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INTRODUCTION  
 
Thank   you   for   purchasing   the   Digibus   Phantom,   our   latest   addition   to   a   growing   collection   of   digitally   preserved   buses   for   you   to   enjoy   and   drive   for   many  
years   to   come.  
 
The   author   of   this   bus,   V3D,   is   well   known   in   the   OMSI   community   as   the   developer   of   popular   buses   such   as   the   MAN   Lion’s   City,   ALX400   series   and   the  
ADL   Enviro   200   MMC.   Visit    https://digibus-preservation.co.uk/    for   more   information   and   links   to   his   other   projects.  
 

ABOUT   THIS   BUS  
 
The   Phantom   is   based   on   the   high-floor   version   of   the   Optare   Spectra,   which   first   appeared   on   British   roads   in   1992   and   is   a   modern   evolution   of   the   MCW  
Metrobus.   Optare,   formerly   a   part   of   United   Bus   (Including   DAF   and   BOVA),   purchased   the   rights   to   the   15   year   old   design   from   the   defunct   Metro   Cammell  
Weymann   business.   The   Spectra   was   sold   exclusively   on   the   DAF   DB250RS   chassis   until   around   1994   after   which   it   was   made   available   to   other  
coachbuilders,   such   as   Alexander   and   Northern   Counties.   
 
The   design   was   relaunched   in   1998   as   the   UK's   first   ever   low-floor   bus,   the   DB250RS   LF.   It   sold   in   large   batches   to   regular   customers   such   as   Arriva,  
Reading   Buses   and   Wilts   &   Dorset.   Production   continued   until   the   last   examples   left   the   production   line   in   2005.   
 
Today,   most   Spectras   have   been   removed   from   public   service   (as   emissions   regulations   become   tighter   with   many   cities   adopting   Low   Emission   Zones)  
although   a   few   lucky   ones   have   been   saved   from   the   scrap   yard   by   passionate   enthusiasts   and   will   continue   their   life   in   preservation   for   many   years   to   come  
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FEATURES  
 

● 3D   body   and   interior   models   meticulously   detailed   using   scale   drawings   and   photo   sessions   with   the   real   bus.  
● Sounds   recorded   from   preserved   ex-Wilts   &   Dorset   bus   3127   (L127   ELJ).  
● Engine   performance   based   on   the   272hp   DAF   RS200   ATi   engine.  
● Choice   of   3   or   4   speed   gearbox   based   on   the   Voith   D851   and   D854   respectively.  
● Roller-blinds   with   destinations   included   for   some   of   the   more   popular   UK   maps   such   as   Buses   of   the   West   Country,   Cotterell,   Farthington,   Scunthorpe  

and   Yorkshire.  
● Dashboard   with   working   warning   lamps,   faults,   switches   and   gauges   plus   unique   engine   start-up   procedure.  
● Multi-function   indicator   stalk   with   intermittent,   normal   and   fast   wiper   speeds,   windscreen   washer   and   horn.  
● Classically   styled   ticket   machine   from   the   90s   which   allows   for   up   to   6   preset   fares.   It   features   button   textures   that   can   be   applied   to   your   favourite  

maps.  
● Bench   and   coach   style   seating.  
● Optional   setvars   include:   tree   protection   bar,   side   marker   lights,   chrome   hub   trim   &   full   wheel   trims,   varied   roller-blind   configurations   (2x   front   /   3x   side  

/   1x   rear)   and   cab   assault   screen.  
● 9   unbranded   liveries.   Free   branding   pack   available   at    https://digibus-preservation.co.uk/  
● Templates   and   UV   maps   are   included   to   assist   repainters   with   their   livery   recreations.  
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CREDITS   &   THANKS  
 

● Darren   Johnson    Owner   of   the   excellently   preserved   ex   Wilts   &   Dorset   Optare   Spectra   (3127)   used   for   sound   recording  
● M&R   Software    Use   of   the   default   scripts   and   linked   sounds   found   in   the   base   game   of   OMSI   2.  
● The   Digibus   testing   team    for   their   excellent   enthusiasm   and   enduring   passion.   Without   them   I   probably   wouldn’t   have   continued   to   make   buses   for  

OMSI   2.  
 

COPYRIGHT  
 
The   Digibus   Phantom   is   copyright   ©   2020,   V3D.  
It   is   published   and   distributed   through   Aerosoft   GmbH.  
Re-uploading,   modifying,   sharing   or   storing   of   the   Digibus   Phantom   or   it’s   associated   files   without   the   author's   permission   is   not   allowed   and   may   incur   legal  
action.  
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DASHBOARD   BUTTONS  
 

 
 

1:   Instrument   lighting   dimmer  9:   Battery   master   switch  

2:   Exterior   lights  10:   Reversing   horn   mute  

3:   Instrument   lights  11:   Windscreen   demister  

4:   Rear   fog   lamp  12:   Windscreen   demister   boost  

5:   Injector   warmup   (Used   when   exterior   temp   is   cold)  13:   Lower   saloon   lights  

6:   Hazard   lights  14:   Upper   saloon   lights  

7:   Engine   start  15:   Cab   light  

8:   Contact   switch   
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DASHBOARD   INSTRUMENTS   AND   DIALS  
 

 
 

1:   Warning   lamps  6:   Engine   RPM   x100  

2:   Ammeter   (Battery   voltage)  7:   Tachometer  

3:   Fuel   level  8:   Total   mileage  

4:   Engine   temperature  9:   Passenger   stop   request   lamp  

5:   Air   tank   1   and   2   pressure   indicator   
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MULTI-FUNCTION   INDICATOR   STALK  
 

 
 
Note:   Indicators,   flash   and   high-beam   movement   are   key   controlled   so   not   included  
 

1:   Wiper   speed   (intermittent,   off,   normal,   fast)  3:   Horn  

2:   Windscreen   washer   
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USING   THE   TICKET   MACHINE  
 

 
 
Choose   one   of   the   preset   ticket   types   (1-6)   and   this   will   show   the   price   on   the   display   (7).   If   you   are   happy   you   have   the   correct   fare   press   (9)   to   issue   a   ticket.  
If   not   then   press   (8)   to   clear   it   and   the   display   will   revert   back   to   showing   the   clock  
 
If   your   ticket   machine’s   preset   tickets   are   blank   see   below   for   an   explanation   on   how   to   make   a   map   specific   texture.  
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CREATING   CUSTOM   ROLLER-BLINDS  
 
It’s   quite   a   simple   process   that   looks   more   complicated   than   it   actually   is   if   you’re   never   done   it   before.   I’m   assuming   that   you   are   using   Photoshop   but   other  
applications   are   similar   in   process   but   the   order   of   layers   may   need   to   be   reversed.  
 
Find   the   directory   ‘..\Vehicles\Anzeigen\Rollband_Phantom’   where   you   will   see   all   the   blinds   that   I   have   already   made.  
 

 
 
Open   any   one   of   the   .tga   files   in   your   graphics   editor   such   as   Photoshop.   
 
To   ensure   all   blinds   look   similar,   copy   the   background   colour   (hex:   1d1d1d)   and   create   a   new   fill   layer   with   it.  
 
Make   a   new   layer   for   your   text   and   put   whatever   you   need   to   show   for   your   destination   in   it.  

 
Cont...  
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Save   in   the   directory   already   mentioned   in   step   1   but   with   a   new   file   name   of   your   choice.   Remember,   it   needs   to   be   saved   as   a   32bit   TGA   to   ensure   that  
when   you   are   scrolling   through   the   blinds   in-game   it   will   not   jump.  
 
If   you   wish,   you   can   save   it   in   a   subdirectory,   such   as   is   done   with   BOTW,   to   keep   things   more   organised.  
 
Open   any   one   of   the   HOF   files   I   have   included   and   you   will   see   where   I   have   added   the   new   blind   filenames  
 
Use   the   same   process   in   your   hof,   or   use   the   HOF   Editor   to   make   it   even   simpler.  
 
If   you   saved   your   files   in   a   subdirectory,   make   sure   to   add   it   to   your   file   name,   such   as   BOTW\destination.tga  
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BASICS   OF   MAKING   A   BODY   REPAINT  
 
Note:   This   guide   is   assuming   you   are   using   Photoshop   and   know   your   way   around   the   application  
 
Locate   the   directory   ‘..\Vehicles\V3D   -   Digibus   Phantom\Texture\Templates’   where   you   will   find   all   you   need   to   make   your   new   repaint.  
Go   into   the   ‘body’   directory   and   find   body.png   then   open   it   in   Photoshop.   Set   the   layer   to   multiply  
 

 
 
Add   body_colour.png   as   the   next   layer   below   which   will   add   details   like   engine   grills.  
 
Add   your   repaint   masterpiece   below   this.  
 
Cont….   
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To   ensure   you   don’t   paint   over   parts   you   don’t   need   to,   add   body_uv.png   as   a   new   layer.   This   is   a   flattened   wireframe   view   of   the   bus   which   will   help   you   to  
see   what   parts   you   need   to   paint.   It   will   also   show   you   where   parts   such   as   the   mirrors   and   wheels   are.  
 

 
 
Cont...  
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Once   you’re   finished   you   will   need   to   remove   the   windows   from   your   repaint   in   order   to   prevent   them   being   textured   in-game   and   therefore   unable   to   see  
through   them.   Add   body_windows_uv.png   and   ctrl   left   click   that   layer   to   select   just   the   windows.   You   can   use   this   selection   either   to   remove   the   windows   or  
create   a   layer   mask   (Which   may   need   the   selection   inverting   first).  
 

 
 
Save   this   new   file   as   a   PNG   in   the   repaint   folder   (Note:   If   you   have   installed   the   branding   pack   then   add   to   Repaints_Branded,   otherwise   add   it   to   Repaints).  
Ensure   your   PNG   is   saved   as   a   compressed   type   to   reduce   the   file   size.  
 
Cont...  
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We   will   assume   you’re   creating   a   new   repaint   file   so   do   the   following.   Make   a   new   text   file   with   the   extension   .cti   and   customise   with   the   following   basic  
information   and   save:  

 
[item]  
repaintname  
Body  
myrepaint_body.png  
 

Load   OMSI   2   and   start   a   fresh   game.   Find   your   new   repaint   name   under   [V3D]   Digibus   Phantom   in   the   load   bus   window  
Hopefully   it’s   all   worked   fine.   If   not,   follow   the   previous   steps   again   or   ask   in   forums   such   as   Fellowsfilm   for   tips.  
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REPAINTING   THE   GRILL  
 
Find   body_parts.png   in   the   ..OMSI   2\Vehicles\V3D   -   Digibus   Phantom\Texture\Templates\   directory   and   open   in   Photoshop.   Set   the   layer   to   multiply.  
 

 
 
You   will   notice   that   certain   areas   are   more   white   than   others,   these   are   the   areas   you   need   to   paint   under   in   order   to   change   the   grill   colour.   Make   sure   you  
don’t   paint   anywhere   else   as   the   main   texture   is   set   to   multiply   and   will   show   what’s   underneath   it.  
 
Save   your   finished   work   to   one   of   the   repaint   directories   (Depending   on   if   you   have   the   branding   pack   or   not   as   explained   above)   and   ensure   it;s   a  
compressed   PNG   using   your   repaint   name   as   the   first   part   of   the   file   name,   such   as   myrepaint_body_parts.png  
 
In   order   to   utilise   it   you   need   to   add   some   information   about   it   in   the   repaint   CTI   file   (located   in   one   of   the   repaint   directories):  
 
[item]  
repaintname  
Body_parts  
myrepaint _body_parts.png  
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TICKET   MACHINE   TEXTURES   FOR   A   SPECIFIC   MAP  
 
If   you   are   playing   a   map   that   has   not   been   recognised   by   the   Phantom’s   ticket   machine   you   will   observe   that   the   preset   ticket   buttons   are   blank.   This   is   easy  
to   solve.   You   will   need   to   know   two   things   before   you   proceed,   what   is   the   name   of   the   map   and   what   are   the   names   of   the   tickets   being   used.   Let's   use  
BOTW   as   an   example   in   order   to   continue.   
 
Open   up   the   HOF   file   for   it   (More   than   likely   called   BotW   2.9.hof)   and   locate   [name].   Under   it   is   the   name   of   the   hof   and   you’ll   need   to   make   a   note   of   this.  
Your   next   job   is   to   find   out   which   ticket   pack   the   map   is   using.   Locate   global.txt   in   ..\OMSI   2\maps\BotW   2.9   and   in   it   you   will   see   [ticketpack].   Under   it   is   the  
file   that   contains   the   information   we   need.   Locate   that   file   in   ..\OMSI   2\Ticketpacks.   Once   opened   you   will   see   sections   called   [ticket].   These   are   the   names   of  
each   preset   that   you   will   need   to   remember.  
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Open   ..\OMSI   2\Vehicles\V3D   -   Digibus   Phantom\Texture\seafarer_II.png   in   your   graphics   editor.  
 
The   numbers   in   red   (see   image)   are   the   ticket   presets.   Apply   text   to   each   one   of   these  
in   the   order   found   in   the   ticketpack   we   looked   at   earlier.   Colour   the   background   of   each  
button   if   required.   The   next   step   is   important   if   you   want   to   make   sure   you   see   your   new  
texture   in   the   correct   map.   Use   the   name   we   found   in   the   hof   as   the   first   part   of   the  
texture’s   filename   and   end   with   _seafarer_II.png.   So   the   result   is   BotW  
2.9_seafarer_II.png   Save   this   new   file   to   the   directory   ..\Vehicles\V3D   -   Digibus  
Phantom\Texture\seafarer_II  
 
Load   up   OMSI   2   and   start   a   fresh   game   with   the   map   intended   to   be   used.   Load   the  
Digibus   Phantom   bus   and   inspect   the   ticket   machine   to   see   if   your   efforts   have   worked.  
If   not,   you’ve   either   looked   at   the   wrong   information   or   the   filename   is   incorrect.   Follow  
the   steps   again   to   ensure   you   haven’t   missed   anything.  
 
If   you   don’t   want   to   go   through   these   steps   and   the   map   ticketpack   uses   similar   presets  
ticket   types   to   one   of   the   default   textures,   then   just   copy   and   paste   the   texture   you   want  
to   use   and   rename   the   first   part   of   the   filename   using   the   hof   name.  
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USEFUL   KEY   COMMANDS  
 
This   is   just   a   quick   overview   as   most   key   bindings   are   similar   to   those   used   in   other   buses.   For   a   more   complete   list   consult   your   OMSI   2   user   guide.  
 

KEY  ACTION  

E  Toggles   electrical   supply   to   the   bus   from   the   battery  

M  Starts   or   stops   the   engine  

D,   N,   R  Selects   drive,   neutral   or   reverse   gear  

NUMPAD   /   or   *  Open   or   close   passenger   doors  

NUMPAD   7   or   9  Enable   left   or   right   indicators  

NUMPAD   .  Disable   indicators  

L  Toggle   headlamps  

.  Toggle   parking   brake  

H  Sound   horn  

6  Toggle   cab   light  

8  Toggle   lower   saloon   lights  

9  Toggle   upper   saloon   lights  

F5-F7  Select   roller-blind   ‘route   number’   line   1,2   or   3   ready   for   scrolling  

F8  Select   roller-blind   ‘destination’   ready   for   scrolling  

PGUP/PGDN  Scroll   selected   roller-blind   up   or   down  
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SETVARS  
 
The   following   options   are   a   way   to   uniquely   customise   your   repaints   by   adding   them   to   your   bus’   repaint.cti   file.  
 
Here   is   an   example   of   its   usage:  
 
[setvar]  
vis_side_blind    ←   Setvar   name  
3   ←   Setvar   option  
 

SETVAR   NAME  OPTIONS  

vis_assault_screen  0:   Not   visible   (default)  
1:   Partial   fixed   screen   over   cab   door  

vis_ceiling_carpet  0:   Not   shown  
1:   Fabric   texture   shown   on   ceiling  

vis_front_blind  0:   Route   number   on   right   (Default)  
1:   Route   number   on   left  

vis_norearcamera  0:   Reversing   camera   visible   on   rear   of   body   (Default)  
1:   Reversing   camera   removed.   Camera   no   longer   used   on   cab   CCTV   monitor  

 
vis_rearblind  

 
0:   Rear   route   number   blind   is   not   shown   (Default)  
1:   Rear   route   number   blind   is   shown  

vis_seating  0:   Standard   bench   seating   (Default)  
1:   Coach   style   seats   used   instead  

vis_side_blind  0:   Side   roller   blinds   not   shown   (Default)  
1:   Show   route   number   only  
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2:   Show   destination   only  
3:   Show   route   number   and   destination  

vis_side_markers  0:   Side   marker   lights   not   shown   (Default)  
1:   Show   side   marker   lights  

vis_stickers  0:   Interior   company   stickers   not   shown   (Default)  
1:   Show   interior   company   stickers  

vis_treebar  0:   Tree   bar   not   visible   (Default)  
1:   Tree   bar   visible   protecting   upper   windscreen  

vis_wheeltrim  0:   Wheel   trims   not   visible   (Default)  
1:   Front   chrome   wheel   embellishers   visible  
2:   Chrome   wheel   trims   visible   for   all   wheels  

vis_wscreen_divider  0:   Upper   windscreen   divider   not   visible   (Default)  
1:   Upper   windscreen   divider   visible  
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REPAINTABLE   TEXTURES  
 
Use   the   following   texture   names   to   show   repainted   textures   on   your   repaint   by   adding   them   to   your   bus’   repaint.cti   file.  
 
 

TEXTURE   NAME  USAGE  

Body  [item]  
{repaint   name}  
Body  
{texture   filename}  

Body_parts  
Can   be   used   to   apply   a   change   of   grill  
colour  

[item]  
{repaint   name}  
Body_parts  
{texture   filename}  

Cab  
Cab   mouldings  

[item]  
{repaint   name}  
Cab  
{texture   filename}  

CCTV  
CCTV   monitor   housing  

[item]  
{repaint   name}  
CCTV  
{texture   filename}  

Floor  [item]  
{repaint   name}  
Floor  
{texture   filename}  
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Mouldings  
 

[item]  
{repaint   name}  
Mouldings  
{texture   filename}  

Walls  
Also   includes   the   ceiling  

[item]  
{repaint   name}  
Walls  
{texture   filename}  

Fabric  
Repeating   patterns   used   on   seat   and  
ceiling   fabric  

[item]  
{repaint   name}  
Fabric  
{texture   filename}  

Interior_parts  [item]  
{repaint   name}  
Interior_parts  
{texture   filename}  

Door_decals  [item]  
{repaint   name}  
Door_decals  
{texture   filename}  
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